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2input modalities for each turn [14]. No concurrent multimodal input takes place.In contrast to the multimodal systems described above, no deep understanding ofthe input is necessary since the interactions between the user and the computertake place on the surface level of the spoken words.At the same time, researchers in the area of spoken dialogue systems addressthe question of how human-computer interaction through spoken language canbe extended to natural dialogues with a machine. Dialogue managers hold apartial representation of the task to be performed and integrate complementaryinformation over time. How this is done is prescribed in a dialogue strategy. Inorder to increase exibility, many dialogue managers allow for scripted dialoguestrategies that can easily be updated ([11, 12]).In this paper, we propose a framework for multimodal dialogue systems thatties together di�erent aspects of the three approaches described above. In thefollowing, we refer to a multimodal dialogue systems as a system ful�lling thefollowing two conditions. First, it should allow a user to perform one of a setof prede�ned tasks, and second, it should allow the user to communicate his orher intentions over a sequence of turns through possibly di�erent communicationchannels.The implementation of a multimodaldialogue system faces a set of challenges.Since the system is supposed to execute actions during and at the end of theinteraction with the user, deep understanding of the input is necessary. The needfor interactions that potentially range over a number of turns and modalities isnot addressed in the work cited above, as interactions with the cited systemscan range either over di�erent turns or di�erent input modalities but not both.Furthermore, the input from di�erent modalities may directly a�ect the in-formation represented in the dialogue, which, in turn, may a�ect any sort ofdisplay presenting this type of information. Since the form of presentation mayvary from object to object, we advocate an object-oriented methodology.As the input channels are not entirely reliable, robust dialogue strategies arerequired. Since the switch of modalities has been shown to be e�ective, it is ofinterest to investigate dialogue strategies which actively suggest the switch ofinput channels when communication breakdown occurs. In order to implementthis strategy, the system needs to keep track of the input channel associatedwith each piece of information in the discourse. Furthermore, the system needsto be capable to reason about these channels and their reliability.The framework we develop in this paper to address these problems consistsof three parts. We propose multidimensional feature structures as a represen-tational vehicle to capture di�erent aspects of the input provided by di�erentchannels. Multidimensional feature structures are a straightforward generaliza-tion of typed feature structures. Multidimensional feature structures allow tointroduce as many di�erent partial orders as is necessary for the task at hand.Moreover, we propose an object-oriented extension to the formalism of typedfeature structures that allows the back-end application to be noti�ed of changesin the representations in an object-oriented manner. Finally, in order to handlethe growth of the state space, we propose to characterize the multidimensionalrepresentation through a constraint-logic program [8] where the constraints areformed by the multidimensional feature structures and where the logic programmakes assertions as to which state the system is in.



32 Multidimensional Feature StructuresIn many multimodal and spoken dialogue systems, variants of slot/�ller repre-sentations are employed to represent the partial information provided by thedi�erent input sources. Abella and Gorin [1] provide an algebraic framework forpartial representations. In multimodal systems, the multimodal integration thenuses some scheme of combination to arrive at an augmented representation thatintegrates information either across modalities or across sentences.Typed feature structures [2] have been proposed in the past as a represen-tational vehicle to integrate information across modalities [10] and across time[6]. Typed feature structures can be considered as acyclic graphs whose nodesare annotated with type information and whose arcs are labeled with features.In order to be able to represent di�erent aspects of multimodal input, wepropose to enrich the structure from which the type information is drawn. Morespeci�cally, we propose to annotate the nodes of feature structures with n-dimensional vectors v 2 V rather than with types. The vectors are drawn fromthe cross product of n possibly distinct sets V = P1� : : :�Pn, where each of thePi is endowed with a partial order vi. This allows us to represent multimodalaspects of information in the atoms of the representations. Figure 1 shows anexample of a multidimensional feature structure.
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HFig. 1. A typed feature structure and a multidimensional feature structure. Symbolsin capital letters denote features, symbols in small letters denote types and indexedsymbols denote elements drawn from a partial order.Note that both the de�nitions of uni�cation and subsumption of typed featurestructures [2] require only that the information associated with the nodes bedrawn from a �nite meet semilattice. This is a partial order in which all subsetsof the elements have a unique greatest lower bound, and if for any subset ofelements an upper bound exists, the least upper bound is equally unique. Inmultidimensional feature structures, the partial orders vi of the elements viimpose a natural partial order on the vectors in V according tov v w :, vi vi wi 81 � i � nThus, standard uni�cation and subsumption generalize in a straightforward man-ner to multidimensional feature structures.The Ontology of Classes. The ontology of classes �gures most importantlyamong the knowledge sources. It is used to represent inheritance relations be-tween descriptions of objects, actions, states and properties of objects, actionsand states in the domain at hand. The class hierarchy is the equivalent to thetype hierarchy for typed feature structures, extended by a simple methodology



4to attach methods to the types (see section 3). We also use the class hierarchyto express linguistic information such as speech act types and the like. Figure 2details two extracts of a domain model.
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5Temporal Partial Orders. Temporal information can be used in two separateways. First, temporal annotations of the hypotheses from di�erent recognizersconstrain the multimodal integration ([4,16]). Second, temporal expressions inthe utterance can equally be used be exploited to constrain the database accessand to coordinate actions in the domain ([7]). In both cases, temporal informa-tion can be represented in intervals.Figure 4 shows how temporal information constrains the integration acrossmodalities. As the representations to be integrated might not have been createdexactly at the same time, the intervals are expanded by a certain factor at thetime of creation. This ensures the integration process to be monotonic.
Display the status of this unitFig. 4. Overlapping intervals of representations in di�erent modalities. The dark inter-vals show the creation time of the information while the light intervals show the timeduring which combination with other modalities is acceptable.Query Counting. In order to adequately handle communicative breakdowns,the dialogue manager needs to keep track of the number of times a value for afeature has been queried. If this value surpassed certain threshold, alternativestrategies can be pursued.Record of Modalities. In addition to the number of times a value has beenqueried, we record the modality through which the information has been con-veyed. These two information sources interact nicely as they convey informationas to how certain an input channel is regarding this particular information.In order to keep the reasoning mechanism monotonic, we do not representthe fact that a given input modality has not been used yet, as this informationmay be required to be retracted later in the dialogue. Figure 5 (a) presents thepartial order used for the input modalities.Con�dence levels In a similarmanner, con�dence level annotations can also berepresented in multidimensional feature structures. Their partial order is shownin �gure 5 (b).3 Object-Oriented Descriptions and ChangesMultimodal dialogue systems need to address the fact that visualizations ofobjects may be subject to change at any time in the dialogue, caused eitherby external events or by user commands. As has been shown in many graphicaluser interfaces in the last decade or so, object-oriented frameworks greatly reducecomplexity of this task. In multimodaldialogue processing, additional complexityis due to the fact that there is not a one-to-one relationship between descriptions
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NoneFig. 5. (a) The partial order used to represent di�erent input modalities. (b) Con�dencelevels of the input modalities.(see, e.g. the input "The units in here + <circle>") and the objects themselves.For this reason, we develop an extension to the type hierarchy that allows aspeci�cation of methods as state constraints. Every time the status of the stateconstraint changes, the back-end application is noti�ed about the constraint andall necessary parameters and can execute the relevant action. This is comparablein function to the handlers proposed by Rudnicky and Wu [13].3.1 Method Speci�cationThe domain model employed in the dialogue system uses a simple class hier-archy (see section 2). Class speci�cations may contain variables (whose type isa class from the ontology) and methods (whose arguments are classes from theontology). In addition, class speci�cations may be related through multiple in-heritance. While in conventional object-oriented design, objects in the domaincorrespond to classes, actions of the objects correspond to methods, and prop-erties correspond to variables, we chose to model each of objects, actions andproperties of objects and actions by classes. First, this allows us to uniformlyexpress mappings from noun phrases, verbal phrases and adjuncts to classes.Second, any constituent of a spoken utterance may be underspeci�ed.3.2 Method InvocationThe type inference procedure for feature structures [2] can be generalized in astraightforward manner to include method speci�cations. More speci�cally, themethod speci�cations form a partial order (de�ned by the subsumption orderingof the argument constraints) over which the type inference procedure can bede�ned. If the type of a feature structure is at least as speci�c as the type forwhich the method is de�ned and all constraints on the arguments are satis�ed,the method speci�cation is added to the feature structure. It can be seen easilythat this extension is monotonic, increasing and idempotent as is required forinference procedures. Moreover, as the number of method speci�cations is �nite,the type inference procedure halts.A method speci�cation does not implement any particular behavior of theclass it belongs to. Rather, it detects that the informational content of a rep-resentation is speci�c enough for a procedure to be invoked. For this reason,



7the addition of a method speci�cation to a feature structure through type infer-ence generates an event to the back-end application. It is then the task of theback-end application to carry out the functionality associated with the method.As an example, consider a class obj displayable with an associated method dis-play() and the constraint string < obj displayable.name,int < obj displayable.x,int< obj displayable.y (read: the variable obj displayable.name contains more infor-mation than the fact that it is a string, i.e. it is instantiated). We thus havetypeinf 0B@264obj tankname \Bravo-1"x 153y 529 3751CA =2666664obj tankname \Bravo-1"x 153y 529display(n; x; y)n = \Bravo-1"; x = 153; y = 5293777775As soon as the position and the name of the object become known to the dialoguesystem, the type inference adds the instantiated method signature to the featurestructure and sends and event to the back-end application. The event containsa unique identi�er of the representation, along with its name and coordinatesas declared in the method speci�cation. Should a description of an object referambiguously, an event is generated for each retrieved object that veri�es theconstraint. Not only does this approach provide a declarative way of specifyingbehavior and abstract over the form of the dialogue, it also decouples the naturallanguage understanding component from the application itself in a natural way.In this way, the method invocation interacts nicely with another character-istic of our approach to object-oriented design. While traditionally an instanceof a class is an object, in dialogue processing an instance of a class can onlybe a (possibly incomplete) description of an object. Necessary information forobject instantiation may be missing and can only be acquired through dialogue.Since descriptions of objects do not need to refer uniquely to objects, procedu-ral method invocations become more complicated. For this reason, we chose thedeclarative approach to method invocation over a procedural one.4 Informational Characterization of Dialogue StatesTraditionally, one approach to describing dialogue is to explicitly model dialoguestates and transitions. Here, all possible states all well as transitions throughthe state space need to be anticipated and speci�ed during system design. Thedi�culties of the speci�cation are aggravated as soon as behavioral patterns needto be replicated for each of the states. For example, when a misunderstandingoccurs, it is a common dialogue strategy to repeat con�rmation questions forany given �ller only a few times. In �nite state based dialogue managers, theuncertainty of the information is thus modeled by the state the dialogue manageris in.Recent dialogue managers allow more exible interaction through the spec-i�cation of dialogue goals [6] or forms [12] which, when �lled out entirely, ade-quately represent the users' intention. It is the duty of the dialogue manager todetermine through interaction with the user which form to choose and how to



8�ll its slots with values. This approach of information-based dialogue manage-ment gives up on the notion of an explicit state of the dialogue system. At thesame time, it is very useful to make an assertion pertaining to the state of thedialogue manager, e.g., the dialogue manager is in a state where conversationalbreakdown has occurred. The information contained in these abstract states isthen used to select appropriate dialogue strategies.4.1 Constraint Logic ProgrammingIn order to abstract away the concrete information available in the discourse andto arrive at a characterization of the dialogue state, we use a constraint logicprogram [8] to determine abstract states. The constraints are of the formi : c vi x i : c is compatible to x i : c unify xwhere i identi�es the partial order Pi, c 2 Pi is an element from the partialorder, and x is a variable instantiated with a multidimensional typed featurestructure.4.2 Characterization of StatesThe dialogue state is characterized by a set of �ve variables s1; : : : ; s5. These vari-ables express the con�dence in the representation of the current turn, the con-�dence of the overall dialogue, the speech act of the current utterance, whetheror not the intention of the user could be determined uniquely, and whether ornot referring expressions in the current utterance have unique or ambiguous ref-erents, respectively. The values of the si range over one of the partial orders andare determined by the constraint logic program. Figure 6 lists the possible valuesfor the �ve state variables. Details on a unimodal veriant of this approach aswell as the determination of the users' intention are described in more detail in[5].Variable Meaning Values taken froms1 modality con�dence con�dence order � input modality orders2 dialogue con�dence con�dence orders3 speech act type class hierarchys4 users intention fnone,unique,ambiguousgs5 reference of referring expressions fnone,unique,ambiguousgFig. 6. Values of the Dialogue State VariablesThe integration of the multimodal information is achieved through additionalclauses where the parameters are constrained so as to ensure the combination ofappropriate representations.



94.3 Speci�cation of StrategiesAdditional clauses rely on the characterization of the informational state to de-cide the next action of the dialogue system. For example, if the con�dence in thecurrent utterance is medium, but the con�dence in the overall dialogue is high,the system decides to ask for con�rmation. Then, appropriate clauses determinethe semantic content of the con�rmation question, select the template, gener-ate the clari�cation question and pass it on to the output module. The dialoguestate variables decouple thus a concrete application speci�c dialogue state from adialogue strategy that can be formulated in an application independent fashion.5 Conclusion and Future WorkWe have argued that a framework for multimodal dialogue systems not onlyneeds to address the integration of information from di�erent input streams,but also needs to be capable of representing and reasoning about input sources,input reliability and dialogue states. We have presented a framework for mul-timodal dialogue systems consisting of three central aspects addressing theserequirements. First, we showed how multidimensional feature structures, a gen-eralization of typed feature structures, can be used as a uni�ed representationalformalism for representing information stemming from di�erent input sources.Second, we introduced an object-oriented extension to the feature structuresthat allows applications to receive noti�cations of state changes in the repre-sentations, to be employed for example for decentralized updates of displays.Finally, we demonstrated how the clauses of a constraint logic program over themultidimensional feature structures can be used to informationally characterizethe informational content. These more abstract dialogue states are then used todetermine appropriate dialogue strategies.The work closest to ours is probably the the work by Johnston et al [9, 10].In this work, multimodal input is represented in the standard types of typedfeature structures and combined on a sentence level. The di�erence between thiswork and ours consists in the fact that the former encodes spatial information inthe feature structures directly and relies on procedures external to the logic toperform the integration of multimodal input (e.g., intersection algorithms takinglists of types representing the coordinates of the points). In our work, however,this property is built in through the di�erent dimensions in the feature structuresand the combination with constraint logic programming. In addition, we proposeobject-oriented extension enabling the back-end application to track the state ofthe multimodal discourse and mechanisms to integrate information beyond thesentence level. Finally, the multimodal structures also allow to represent infor-mation that is necessary for guiding a multimodal dialogue; thus, the proposedrepresentations enable the interaction to extend over the sentence level.Future work includes the addition of logic to allow the dialogue system todetermine an appropriate modality for the information being queried.
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